
 

 

 

The Fast-Attach™ Two Tier Arm Set 
Instructions and Warranty Information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Kit Includes: 

2 – Fast-Attach Two Tier Arms w/Height Memory Ring System 

2 – Fast-Clamps 

4 – Wire Management Clips   

1 – Left Clamp Spacer/Insert 

1 – Right Clamp Spacer/Insert  

Specifications: 

• Adjustable from height 3.5″ – 13″ (from surface to back of arms). 

• Arm support Length: 12.5” 

• Weight capacity: up to 40 lbs/pair 

Warnings: Clamps are designed with a slight back-leaning angle which becomes a side-

lean when used on the sides of table, since the Arms are round, this should not affect the 

security of your devices. Only use the Fast-Attach Accessories with your devices over-

hanging the table and not over-hanging the ground. Do not use the Fast-Clamp or Fast-

Attach Accessories on any table except the New Fastset® Utility Table. 

 

  
 

For Tips & Tricks on all Fastset Products watch videos located on the 

product pages at www.fastsetusa.com 



 
Installing your Fast-Attach Accessory to the Fastset® Table 

 

STEP 1: Position the Fast-Clamps onto the Fastset® Table: 

• Determine where you are going to locate your Fast-Attach Accessory 

and place the clamp on the table edge by squeezing it open & then 
releasing it into position - be sure the clamp is not located on a fastener 
on the underside of table (located approximately by small squares on 

picture below). 
• IMPORTANT: If you are using your Fast-Attach Two Tier Arms on the 

sides or the far corners of the table, you MUST install the proper 
left/right spacer on to the Clamp prior to positioning it on the table. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 2: Insert the vertical post of your Fast-Attach Accessory: 

Before inserting the vertical post, make sure the locking cam lever on the clamp 
is in the down position. Insert the vertical post through the clamp opening and set 

the accessory to your preferred height/position then push the cam lever up until it 
clicks into the locked position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Left Spacer Installed No Spacer Needed Right Spacer Installed 

UN-LOCKED LOCKED 



 
Using the Features on your Fast-Attach Two Tier Arms 

 

Adjusting the Two-Tier Arms to equal Heights using the Memory Ring feature:  

• Simply place the O-Rings on both vertical post of your Two-Tier arms at 

the same positions on each arm (in one of the 5 set groves). Using the 
matched O-Rings as guides, insert each arm into the Fast-Clamp until 
the O-Ring meets the clamp. Note: O-Rings are for reference only, 

pushing the vertical post into the clamp too hard will cause the O-Ring 
to move out of the set grove. If this should happen, reposition the O-
Ring back to the proper set grove before locking the Fast-Clamp.  

 

Adjusting the repositionable O-Rings on the Support Arms for smaller devices:  

• When using the Two-Tier Arms for smaller gear that doesn’t reach the 
rear support boot on the arm, you can reposition the front O-Ring up & 

down the support arm, placing it so your gear will rest on it and not the 
metal of the support arm. 
 
 

Adjusting the Gear Retention Tabs:  

• The gear retention tabs on the front of your Two-Tier Arms can be 
rotated in either direction, effectively lowering the height of the tab. This 

is typically desirable when using the Arms to support thinner electronics 
(such as a laptop) so that the tabs don’t interfere with your wrist.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Repositionable O-Rings 

Wire management Clips 

Memory Ring Feature 

Retention Tabs 



To receive faster service & other benefits Please Register Your Product at: 

www.fastsetusa.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A note from Fastset inventor & founder Trace Van Dyne: 

Thank you for your trust in me and the Fastset Brand. I work very hard to create products that 
are reliable and that provide you an easier, unique way to set-up and perform, because that’s 
what I believe in. When I used to do gigs, I never liked to tighten and loosen knobs, I didn’t like 
things that wobbled or swayed and that could potentially come apart, and I hated the fact that 
everything seemed to be made in China. Some products usually worked fine for a while and 
some would come apart after only a few uses. They always seemed to be lacking one or two 
design features that would have made them work better and be more reliable. I could never 
understand why “they” wouldn’t make a simple change to improve the quality and make it 
easier for us to use. I would have happily spent a few extra bucks to not have any worries. So, 
this is my motivation, and inspiration, to do things different. You’ll find that Fastset doesn’t do 
“knock-offs”, we create our own solutions and work diligently to make products that make 
sense and, to give our customers the added value of multiple ways to set-up and play. 

Thank You again and please don’t hesitate to contact us at support@fastsetusa.com if you 
ever have any questions or need assistance with our products. You can also contact me 

directly; my personal email is: trace@fastsetusa.com 

P.S. If you like what I’m doing, please Share Fastset on Social Media, I appreciate your support! 

http://www.fastsetusa.com/
mailto:support@fastsetusa.com

